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tient was given anticoagulant therapy and had no further
neurologic deterioration. The differential diagnosis of
craniocervical pain in young patients should include arterial dissection of the neck because early diagnosis and
treatment may reduce the chances of long-term neurologic
sequelae.

Vertebral artery dissection (VAD) has been increasingly
identifiedas a cause of ischemicstroke in youngadults. We
report the clinical and radiographic findings in a case of
spontaneous bilateral VADs and review the literature on
the causes, pathophysiology, diagnostic considerations,
and treatment options for VAD. A 29-year-old man was
admitted to our hospital after sudden onset of headache
and nuchal rigidity that progressed to a posterior lateral
medullary syndrome in a 2-week period. The diagnosis of
bilateral VADswas based on findings on cranial magnetic
resonance imagingand conventionalangiography. The pa-
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MRA = magnetic resonance angiography; MRI = magnetic
resonance imaging; VAD = ver tebr al artery dissection
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labyrinthiti s. Symptom s persisted, and he was brought to
our hospital for further testing.
On admission of the patient, a cranial nerve examin ation revealed limited left lateral eye movement with
diplopia, bilateral horizontal and vertical nystagmu s, decreased light touch and pinprick sensation on the lower left
side of the face, left facial droop , and diminished gag reflex
on the left. In addition , the patient demonstrated impaired
light touch and pinprick sensation, motor strength, and
coordination of the right upper and lower extremities.
There was pronounced finger-to-nose ataxia on the left
with dysmetria. Finding s on the rest of the physical examination were unremark able. The patient's family history
was notable for stroke that was related to a carotid artery
dissection afflict ing his aunt, but the case was not well
documented.
Cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed evidence of abnormal increased signal intensity within the left
posterior lateral medulla (Figure 1) and punctate hyperintensity in the left cervicomedullary junction and left cerebellar hemisphere (Figure 2). This was consistent with
infarcts in the posterior inferior cerebellar artery territory.
To determine the nature of the infarcts in this young and
previously health y person, conventional angiograph y was
performed. This study revealed moderate narrowing of the
right vertebral artery at the Cl through C2level (Figure 3)
and pronounced irregular narrowing of the left vertebral
artery at the level of the foramen magnum (Figure 4),
highly suggestive of bilateral VADs. This was further supported by conventional digital cerebral angiography .

ervical artery dissections involving the vertebral or
internal carotid artery have been identified with increased frequency as a cause of stroke, particularly in
young adults. Most reported cases of vertebral artery dissection (VAD) have occurred secondary to minor or major
trauma or have been related to an underlying patholo gic
condition .' We report a case of spontaneous bilateral VADs
and review the literature on VAD.

REPORT OF A CASE
A 29-year-old man with an unremark able medical history
was transferred to our hospital for evaluation of severe
headache, left facial and perioral numbnes s, tingling of the
right upper extremity, vertigo , ataxia, hoarsene ss, and
dysphagia of sudden onset. Two weeks before admission,
the patient experienced right-sided dorsal neck pain associated with headache and nuchal rigidity, which was unsuccessfully treated with muscle relaxants. He denied having
fever, viral prodrome , head trauma , or recent vigorous
activity. Because of the development of the aforementioned neurologic symptoms , the patient went to the emergency department at another institution , where he was
treated with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs for acute
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Figure 1. FLAIR (fluid-attenuated inversion recovery) magnetic
resonance imagesdemonstrate abnormal hyperintense signal (arrow) in the posteriorlateralmedulla.

Figure 2. FLAIR (fluid-attenuated inversion recovery) magnetic
resonance images demonstrate abnormal signal intensity (arrow)
seen in the left cerebellarhemisphere.

Anticoagulant therapy was instituted, initially with heparin and subsequently with warfarin sodium. The patient
had no further neurologic deterioration and was eventually
discharged to a rehabilitation center (in another state close
to his family) for speech and physical therapy.

vasorum that results in blood extending into the medial
layer. This can eventually lead to narrowing of the vessel
lumen with resultant partial or complete obstruction.
Thrombotic or embolic complications may follow. These
processes subsequently result in cerebral ischemia.' The
exact mechanism is unknown, but possible triggers for
cervical arterial dissection include varying degrees of head
trauma, unusual sleep postures, and other manipulations of
the head and neck that may stretch the arteries." "Trivial"
trauma, such as coughing and nose blowing, can also be a
precipitant. 5 There are spontaneous cases of unknown
cause, including a report of a case of postcoital VAD.9.10 A
case series described 3 patients with cervical artery dissection after upper respiratory infection. II Further associations
have been made between dissection and Marfan syndrome,
cystic medial degeneration, and fibromuscular dysplasia.'
The frequency of Cl through C2 level involvement supports the role of mechanical forces in VAD.5 Destruction or
weakness of the smooth muscle and elastic fibers of the
arterial wall may be another precipitating factor.
The initial symptoms of VAD often include posterior
headache and neck pain, as in our patient, but these are
often attributed to musculoskeletal pain unless there is
subsequent development of neurologic symptoms due to

DISCUSSION
Our patient, who had no remarkable medical history or
trauma, presented with headache and neck stiffness accompanied by a lateral medullary syndrome. Magnetic resonance imaging and conventional angiography confirmed the
diagnosis of bilateral VADs. There was no progression of his
neurologic symptoms after initiation of anticoagulation.
Internal carotid artery dissections and VADs account for
approximately 20% of strokes in persons younger than 45
years compared with only 2.5% in the elderly population. 2-4 For unknown reasons, epidemiological data suggest that women are 2.5 times more likely to have a VAD.5,6
Spontaneous VADs are approximately one half as common
as spontaneous dissections of the internal carotid arteries."
The reported incidence of bilateral VADs ranges between
30% and 60% of all cases of craniocervical dissection.'
The hemorrhage that occurs in arterial dissection usually involves an intimal tear or bleeding of the vasa
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Figure 3. Lateral angiographic view of a right vertebral artery
injection shows abnormal narrowing of the upper vertebral artery
at the C I junction of the skull base.

Figure 4. Lateral angiographic view of a left vertebral artery
injection demonstrates a long, smooth tapered narrowing of the
vertebral artery at the C I junction of the skull base.

focal ischemia. The presentation of dissection can initially
be confused with migraine.' Studies have shown that headache accompanies approximately 70 % of cases of VAD.8
Vertebrobasilar ischemic symptoms develop in an estimated 60 % of patients with VAD. 8 The neurologic manifestations of the dissection, however, may not appear until
hours to days later. Craniocervical pain followed by a
posterior lateral medullary syndrome is highly suggestive
of VAD. It is the most common initial clinical deficit from
VAD and can be a partial or complete syndrome at presentation.v' Other cranial nerve palsies and sensorimotor deficits may also be noted.'? Some patients, however, are
asymptomatic, and VAD is diagnosed during the evaluation of other vessels." Because of the variability of presentation, the differential diagnosis of young patients with
craniocervical pain, with or without neurologic deficits,
should include arterial dissection in the neck.r' :"
Imaging series for dissections includes MR angiography
(MRA) coupled with MRI of the head and neck." The gold
standard for the diagnosis of craniocervical dissection is
conventional angiography.V'v'? Angiographic findings of
dissection include a smooth, tapered narrowing of the vessel lumen (Figures 3 and 4) . This is distinguished from
atherosclerotic lesions, which reveal narrowing at a focal
site and usually occur at vessel branch points." The main
feature of dissection on MRI is hemorrhage within the
vessel wall, often bright on TI-weighted imaging, resulting
in an increased arterial diameter and a hyperintense signal
surrounding a narrowed arterial lumen. 8 The hemorrhage is
distinguished from fat by fat saturation techniques. MRA is

less invasive than conventional angiography and helps to
visualize multiple vessels concurrently. The combination
of MRI and MRA techniques has an equivalent sensitivity
but may lack specificity compared with angiography, particularly for VADs. 19 Thus, the most beneficial application
of MRI and MRA may be for a posttreatment follow-up

evaluation."
Any segment of the vertebral artery may be involved,
with angiographic features possibly including irregular and
tapered narrowing, aneurysm, occlusion, and intimal flap."
Narrowing of the arterial lumen on angiography, known as
the "string sign," is highly characteristic of dissection."
Visualization of the other cervical arteries after identification of a single dissection is also necessary because of the
possibility of multivessel involvement,"
The treatment of choice for arterial dissections is early
anticoagulation with heparin, followed by warfarin to reduce the risk of further ischemic damage from emboli.l-v"
The thrombotic and embolic complications that arise are
due to the intimal flap and luminal compromise caused by
the dissection of the hematoma between the vertical arterial
wall tissue planes.'? Heparin treatment is initiated immediately, followed by warfarin therapy for I to 3 months to
decrease the embolic risks.v' There have been no large
controlled trials of anticoagulation in the treatment of
VAD. 14 Thus, the duration, risks, and benefits of this therapy are still unknown." Alternative treatments, with even
less clinical data available, include antiplatelet agents, anticoagulation followed by a course of antiplatelet agents, and
purely supportive measures without medical intervention."
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The indications for long-term use of antiplatelet agents are
residual aneurysm and underlying arterial disease.'
The long-term prognosis for VAD is good as the neurologic deficits and craniocervical pain resolve completely in
most patients.vv-" One study found complete clinical recovery in 88% of VAD patients.' Another study demonstrated a 62% rate of resolution of findings on subsequent
angiography." Despite the good overall prognosis, the outcome of cervical artery dissection can be fatal and may
result in death in up to 10% of patients. 22-24 The diagnosis of
VAD may not be established in patients who deteriorate
rapidly and die. Farrell et aF5 reported the case of a 63year-old man who died within 48 hours after sudden onset
of severe neck pain due to VAD, which was later confirmed
by autopsy. In such cases, autopsy with postmortem
angiography and detailed histologic studies of the intracranial vessels can help to establish the diagnosis.
In a small percentage of patients, recurrence of VAD is a
risk.? A study on recurrence rates of cervical artery dissection revealed that, in younger patients, recurrence tends to
be associated with symptoms a year or more after the initial
incident. The reported cases of recurrence did not involve
the same vessel, possibly because of the healing processes
of connective tissue."

CONCLUSION
Vertebral artery dissection is an important, and often treatable, cause of ischemic stroke in young adults. Although
unilateral spontaneous VAD or bilateral VAD due to
trauma or underlying medical conditions has been reported,
spontaneous bilateral VAD is rare. 5,8,25 It can manifest with
lateral medullary syndrome or nonspecific symptoms such
as migraine and nuchal rigidity. The clinical diagnosis of
VAD is not always apparent and should be included in the
differential diagnosis of patients presenting with brainstem neurologic abnormalities, especially young patients
with no evidence of central nervous system masses. Physicians should be aware of the possible clinical manifestations and findings on radiographic imaging because early
diagnosis and subsequent anticoagulation can help to reduce the chances of long-term neurologic sequelae.
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